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Abstract
Despite much research, tuberculosis (TB) remains a significant health burden in both developing and advanced countries. Diagnosis of tuberculosis still rely on chest X-ray images which are interpreted qualitatively by radiologist. Hence, much pathological conditions useful for formulating a treatment plan elude detection. This work aims to develop quantitative methods for determining the extent of tuberculosis infection, and quantify the relative proportion of moderate and severe infections in different parts of the lung. Using MATLAB software developed for this study, quantitative analysis of 15 TB infected and 6 latent TB cases reveals higher light intensity in TB infected and latent TB cases relative to normal lung. More importantly, analysis of infected area for pixel intensity > 35 indicates TB infection spread throughout the lung and is considered a systemic disease. In cases of pixel intensity > 90 (moderate to severe), and pixel intensity > 150 (severe) infected area, both TB infected and latent TB presents with these infections to a significant degree, and less burden for latent TB cases. Overall, the top right lung persistently present with less moderate and severe TB infections, and is the region that can be resuscitated in severe TB pneumonia. Additionally, this work also reveals latent TB as an aggressive lung disease likely kept in check by a relatively strong immune system that prevented whole body physiological collapse.
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Introduction
Lung infection is a common aliment especially in the elderly and immunocompromised. Typically caused by bacteria, it can be treated with antibiotics, and the lung should clear after treatment. However, there remains significant case load in lung pneumonia cases associated with *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* infection.\(^1\) Specifically, in 2022, World Health Organisation reports 10.6 million cases of tuberculosis (TB) infections worldwide.

*Mycobacterium tuberculosis* is a small, round, mycoplasma that lacks a cell wall typical of other bacterial species such as *Escherichia coli* or *Bacillus subtilis*.\(^2\)\(^3\) Clinically, *M.
tuberculosis infections can be treated by a couple of antibiotics, and these drugs remain effective generally. However, there is a rise of multi drug resistant and extremely drug resistant TB bacterium that evades and is recalcitrant to antibiotic treatment.\textsuperscript{4, 5} This then set the stage of what is clinically observed as cyclic TB infections when the bacterium population in the patient is not completely cleared, and the residual persister cells sow a secondary infection, particularly when the immune system of the patient is downregulated.

In general, \textit{M. tuberculosis} infections manifest in different clinically detectable symptoms with similarities to other bacterial infections of the lung and respiratory system. Hence, there is a strong possibility of misdiagnosis, especially when modern molecular microbial identification techniques such as quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) is not employed. Misdiagnosis then set the stage for cluster formation and an emerging epidemic because TB infection is infectious, and the infection is not easy to eradicate at the patient level.\textsuperscript{6}

Another facet that potentiates the misdiagnosis of TB infections as those caused by other microbial species is the complex, varied, and evolving life cycle of the bacterium, \textit{M. tuberculosis}.\textsuperscript{7, 3, 8} Yes, the bacterium evolves and adapts, and the clinical presentation of TB in different regions of the world is different due to unknown reasons. One possibility is diet and the energy state of the patient where higher energy state may not necessarily be preferential for \textit{M. tuberculosis} to grow to high cell density populations.

TB relapse due to latent TB is another emerging clinical problem, particularly in advanced countries and high-income developing countries.\textsuperscript{9, 10, 11, 12} Typically, survey of the patient’s diet and income profile does not suggest a TB aetiological agent at the first responder level. Other clinical tools utilized could also miss a diagnostic opportunity at TB infection, where the lung infection is diagnosed as one of several pathogens such as \textit{Pseudomonas aeruginosa} or \textit{Klebsiella pneumoniae} which is of higher circulation in the population or more “hotly” researched in the scientific literature. Inability to properly diagnose a TB infection raises severe consequences for both the patient and the community as the slow growing \textit{M. tuberculosis} could not be effectively contained with current culture-based detection methods. In essence, TB may be spreading in the community in a silent hidden epidemic.

Chest X-ray remains the frontline diagnosis method for TB. But, this method is not foolproof, and relies on the complementary \textit{M. tuberculosis} agar culture test, as well as molecular qPCR technique for confirmation. Hence, the chest X-ray of TB patients could only tell us so much about the patient’s condition, at least at the superficial level. This comes about due to the qualitative nature of current chest X-ray diagnosis, which loses much diagnostic opportunities, and did not fully utilize the clinical picture captured of the patient’s lungs.\textsuperscript{13} Specifically, currently we do not quantify, on a regular and institutional basis, the percent area of lung infected with TB. Next, we do not know which part of the lung is most susceptible to TB infection. Finally, we also do not have a clear clinical conceptualisation or picture of how TB infection spreads in the lung to reach end-stage TB pneumonia, where last resort resuscitation methods may no longer work.
Currently, artificial intelligence methods are in vogue for chest X-ray image analysis and TB diagnosis. Different methodologies have been developed to aid this effort such as artificial neural network, convolution neural network (CNN), and deep learning. One goal in this endeavour is the automatic screening of tuberculosis using chest X-ray images. Another is the use of CNN for automatic detection of TB cases from chest X-ray images. A key question for the implementation of AI techniques in automated TB case detection from chest X-ray image analysis is the concordance between AI detection and radiologists’ diagnosis. The limitation in current AI TB detection method is the yes/no decision making process where the threshold for detection appears to be a moving target in different studies and contexts. A new trend is to use a comprehensive framework integrating text and images to interpret chest X-ray images and reports to arrive at an automated TB detection.

This work proposes the use of quantitative image analysis to extract clinically useful and relevant pixel intensity information to quantify the percent area of lung infected by *M. tuberculosis* bacterium imaged in chest X-ray imaging. Next, the analysis also tries to dissect the severity of the infection in two main categories such as moderate to severe infection, and highly severe infection by counting the number of pixels whose intensity is above a certain threshold. Finally, a coarse but useful analysis method in aggregating the pixel intensity of all pixels in a region of interest, will tell us, with confidence, whether the patient has a TB infection. However, the technique is likely unable to discriminate between full blown TB infection, and latent TB infection.

**Materials and methods**

**Collation of chest X-ray images for the study**

Chest X-ray images of patients with tuberculosis and latent TB infection are downloaded from the Internet using a Google Chrome browser after a Google search with the following two keywords groups: (i) “chest X-ray images of tuberculosis patients”, and (ii) “chest X-ray images of latent TB infection”. The images were obtained after careful and judicious selection from the images collated in the “Images” tab of Google Search. Only images in upright position with little slanting of the chest are selected. Images with annotations such as arrows or false colours were not selected.

**Development and use of pixel intensity analysis MATLAB software**

MATLAB was selected as the programming language of this project because of its versatility and user-friendly syntax. In addition, the author of this project is familiar with MATLAB programming language. Overall, two main image analysis software were developed by the author for the image processing tasks in this project.

The first image analysis software is intended to aggregate the pixel intensity of all pixels within a user-defined region of interest. Specifically, the software will go through and sum up the pixel intensity of all pixels in a row, and following this, add up the row level intensity of
all the rows in the region of interest. Doing it this way allows the total pixel intensity of the region of interest such as the bottom left lung to be obtained for comparison with other regions of the lung.

The second main image analysis software is intended to obtain the percent surface area of the lung with moderate to severe, and severe TB infection. Specifically, it takes the pixel intensity of every pixel in the region of interest, compare it with a user defined threshold, and if the pixel intensity crosses the threshold, the count of pixel with particular infection status will be increased by 1. Repeating this analysis for all the pixels in the region of interest will register the percent area of the lung with a specific infection status. Threshold set are 35, 90 and 150, where 90 is for moderate to severe infection, and 150 is for severe infection.

All images collated for this project including the normal chest, TB infected chest, and latent TB images were analyzed by the above two in-house MATLAB software written by me. The source codes for the MATLAB software are in the Appendix of this report.

**Extraction of data from chest X-ray images analysis**

Four regions of interest were defined in this project for the left and right lung: They are the bottom left lung, top left lung, top right lung, and heart (Figure 1). The imaging parameters and total pixel number (also known as surface area) are as listed in Table 1 below.

**Table 1:** Imaging parameters for different lung sections in the chest X-ray images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section of lung</th>
<th>Bottom left lung</th>
<th>Top left lung</th>
<th>Top right lung</th>
<th>Heart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Row coordinates</td>
<td>100 to 140</td>
<td>50 to 80</td>
<td>60 to 100</td>
<td>120 to 160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Column coordinates</td>
<td>60 to 125</td>
<td>80 to 130</td>
<td>180 to 240</td>
<td>130 to 180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total pixel number</td>
<td>2706</td>
<td>1581</td>
<td>2501</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: Diagram showing the different regions of interest (ROI) defined for this image analysis project.

The chest X-ray images were analyzed by the two MATLAB software that I developed, and the data is output into Excel files for data archive and storage. The obtained data was tabulated and different data visualisation techniques were used to dissect hidden signals from the data.

For aggregate pixel intensity analysis for specific regions of interest, the variability of the data is computed by the concept of average deviation, which is a measure of the average deviation of each reading with the mean value of the analysis. This is plotted as the variability bar in the column chart. Using this metric to measure patient level variability in light intensity of different lung regions is perhaps fairer compared to the standard error approach as the sample size of 15 (TB infection) and 6 (latent TB infection) is smaller than the 30 required to use a statistic based on the standard normal distribution.
Results

Collection of chest X-ray images

Normal chest X-ray image

![Normal chest X-ray image](image)

**Figure 2:** Chest X-ray of normal lung without TB infection. Dark areas show no TB infection.

Figure 2 shows the chest X-ray image of normal lung without TB infection. Dark areas show no TB infection. In this research, I could only find one clean background image of the uninfected lung with no white nodules or patches. This shows the difficulty of finding patients no microbial infection of the lung. Hence, it can be postulated that in the modern city environment, there is a high chance of breathing in microbial contaminants in the air that results in low level lung infection.
TB infected chest X-ray images

Figure 3: Chest X-ray images of TB infected patients showing varied lung infection status and conditions. Data indicate that TB infection of lung is multi-faceted and may need an all-round approach in clinical treatment and disease management.

Figure 3 shows the chest X-ray images of TB infected patients. Firstly, in all patients, large parts of the left and right lung have been infected with *M. tuberculosis* resulting in white patches symptomatic of lung infection. In addition, infection is not restricted to specific parts
of the lung, but is distributed quite widely across all surface area of the lung. However, the top right lung appears to be less affected.

\textit{Latent TB infection}

\textbf{Figure 4:} Chest X-ray images of latent TB lung patients showing clinically severe disease that does not correlate with the “latent” nature of the disease. Specifically, small white nodules can be seen dispersed throughout the lung volume in the left and right lung. More importantly, there is heart hypertrophy in many patients likely due to increased exertion of the heart to supply more blood to the deficient lung for gas exchange.

Figure 4 shows the chest X-ray images of patients with latent TB. From this research, latent may be a misnomer as all 6 patients exhibit severe TB infection in their left and right lungs. Specifically, small, round, white nodules could be seen dispersed throughout the lung volume of the left and right lung. In addition, there is enlargement of the heart in all 6 patients with latent TB, and this heart hypertrophy may be due to increased need to pump blood into the deficient lungs for gas exchange in order to support the body’s physiology.
**Background calibration of normal chest X-ray**

Figure 5: Histogram analysis of pixel intensity distribution of normal chest X-ray and that of TB infected lung reveals rightward shift in histogram diagram towards higher pixel intensity, indicating the presence of white patches or nodules in the lung.

In the course of doing this research, there is significant difficulty in finding a clean background for calibrating the pixel intensity and distribution of a non-infected lung. Such a lung should present with dark areas in the lung, indicating of no microbial infection. This study could only find one clean background with no microbial infection, and it necessarily serve as the calibration standard for this project.

Specifically, Figure 5 shows the chest X-ray image of the normal lung, which presents with dark lungs and no white patches and nodules indicative of microbial infections. Histogram analysis of the pixel intensity distribution of this lung reveals no high intensity pixels which can be attributed to white patches of microbial infections. Rather, the pixel intensity is predominantly lower than about 35, which suggests that pixel intensity above 35 can be taken as signs of microbial infections of the lung.

Comparing the histograms of different parts of a normal lung with that of a TB infected lungs reveals that there is a distinct rightward shift in the histogram distribution of pixel intensity in TB infected lung in all lung regions investigated. This provides confirmatory evidence that white nodules and patches in a TB infected lung can be identified in a histogram.
analysis of pixel intensity via the presentation of high intensity pixels and a rightward shift of the histogram structure compared to those describing a non-infected lung.

Comparison of overall aggregate pixel intensity of regions of interest (ROI)

**Figure 6:** Comparison of aggregate light intensity of different parts of lung in different lung disease conditions. Results show that TB infected and latent TB lung exhibited higher aggregate light intensity compared to normal lung. Values plotted are average of readings from each patient, and the variability bar is an estimate of the variation in reading amongst different patients. Average deviation is here used to estimate the variability bar.

Figure 6 plots the comparison of aggregate light intensity of different parts of lung in different lung disease conditions (normal, TB infected, and latent TB). Across the different lung regions, TB infected and latent TB lungs show higher aggregate light intensity compared to normal lung. This signifies severe microbial infection in the case of TB infection. In addition, TB infected lung show higher light intensity compared to latent TB infection. Such a case highlights that TB infection is a full-blown disease, while latent TB is a disease in progression. Similar light intensity of the heart in healthy and TB infected individuals show that the heart is not significantly affected by microbes.
Significant severe lung infection in all lung regions

**Figure 7:** Comparison of extent of TB infection in different parts of lung probing infection status at (i) moderate to severe infected area, and (ii) severe infected area. Results show that TB infection at (intensity > 90 and > 150) affects all regions of lung, with the top right lung being less affected.

Figure 7 shows comparison of extent of TB infection in different parts of lung assessing infection status and surface area with (i) moderate to severe infection, and (ii) severe infection. Results show that in TB infection, almost the entire lung surface area is infected; hence, it is a systemic lung disease. Specifically, large areas of lung are infected to the moderate and severe degree, which indicates severe disease. More importantly, at the minimal infection level, almost 100% of the lung surface area in different lung regions is infected with TB.

Next, significant moderate to severe infection happens in TB infected and latent TB cases, where the percentage higher in full-blown TB infection. Hence, TB infection is a full-blown disease with large percentage of lung infected with *M. tuberculosis*. Such infection status calls for acute care for TB infection cases. On the other hand, latent TB is a serious disease in progression, and requires urgent medical attention to slow down TB spread to other lung regions. Finally, analysis of the data shows that the top right lung is the least affected lung region for moderate to severe TB infection, and maybe the lung region for resuscitation in patients with severe TB pneumonia.

**Discussion**

*Paradigm shift towards quantitative chest X-ray analysis*

Up to now, clinical diagnosis of chest X-ray images for different ailments such as detecting TB infection has been done by a radiologist using qualitative approaches. This negates much diagnostic opportunities such as extracting useful information on percent lung
area infected with *M. tuberculosis*, and how serious is the infection (moderate or severe) at different lung regions in the TB infected lung. Using pixel intensity analysis, this work developed a relatively efficient and simple MATLAB software to calculate the aggregate pixel intensity of a region of interest (ROI) for comparison with that of other lung regions. In addition, another MATLAB software developed in this work assess the severity of the infection status by comparing the pixel intensity of each pixel with a threshold, and provides a calculation for the percent lung area with moderate or severe TB infection.

What this work brings about is not a paradigm shift, but it confirms using modest computing resources and a simple MATLAB code that quantitative chest X-ray image analysis on a simple laptop with Intel Core i7 processor and Intel Integrated UHD graphics is possible. But there is an important caveat, the image dataset that was processed is small, and larger dataset with higher resolution chest X-ray images would likely need high performance computing support. It is important to note that clinically useful insights were gleaned using the quantitative chest X-ray image analysis outlined in this work, and this paradigm of increasingly quantitative nature of medical image analysis is likely to stay, in both the clinical and research lab.

**Lack of clean background (normal chest X-ray) for calibration in computational medical imaging analysis**

In any image analysis project, there is a need to calibrate the normal phenotype in order to detect the abnormal phenotype. To this end, there is a need to obtain good background images for normal chest X-ray: i.e., without any microbial infection or white patches. This study uses chest X-ray images of TB patients downloaded using a Google Search. In this endeavour, it was realised that there are very few good background images of dark lungs without microbial infection or white patches. More importantly, many of the normal chest X-ray images contain significant patches of microbial infection that precluded them from being use as background calibration standards.

Such a situation potentially highlights that TB infection specifically, and microbial infection of lung in general is more widespread than thought. Specifically, many “normal” patients are in fact infected with TB or other microbial infections, and thus, there may be a hidden epidemic in TB infection.
Current clinical manifestations of TB come in TB infection and latent TB. Each requires different treatment regime, and this needs to be titrated depending on patient’s body condition and physiology. Data from this work reveals that TB infection and latent TB have a higher aggregate light intensity compared to normal lung. This shows that profiling light intensity metric in chest X-ray images is useful for quantitative clinical diagnosis of TB pathology, specifically with regards to the amount of TB bacteria present. Naturally, higher concentration and spread (surface area) of TB in lung will result in higher aggregate light intensity for a region of interest.

This project also reveals another facet of TB pathology worth clinical considerations. Specifically, aggregate light intensity of TB infected lung is consistently higher than latent TB lung, indicating that TB infection is a more severe disease than latent TB. Hence, TB infection can be characterised as a full-blown disease, while latent TB is a disease in progression. It is important to note here that significant areas of the lung are afflicted with moderate to severe TB infection in latent TB, and it must be characterized as a serious infection that can evolve into life threatening should the immune status of the patient declines rapidly. Trends revealed in this research thus opens up a new view on latent TB infection, and labelling this infection as an aggressive disease that require more dedicated and aggressive treatment.

Data from this project shows that all regions of the lung are susceptible to moderate to severe TB infection. This suggests that no lung region is immune from M. tuberculosis colonization and infection. Conceptually, different parts of the lung would be at different operating temperature and gaseous concentration for oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen. This may tune the conditions to be more or less favourable for M. tuberculosis colonization and growth. For example, in a lung region with higher temperature, M. tuberculosis may grow faster and pose a greater threat to lung function. Analysis of the data from the chest X-ray images did not refute this possibility, but the clear trend is that TB infection is a systemic disease that afflicts all lung regions.

One implication of the systemic nature of TB infection is that the disease must be treated very aggressively to reduce the disease burden on the patient, and improve his/her quality of life such as ease of respiration and breathing during treatment. Current antibiotics treatment is slow, and is encountering difficulty in eradicating drug resistant, extremely drug resistant, and persister M. tuberculosis. Hence, traditional antibiotic regime may no longer
control TB disease progression unless drastic measures such as surgery to remove the most severely infected lung region is used as a treatment option.

**Top right lung is the least affected now, and is the lung region that can be used for resuscitation for severe TB lung pneumonia**

Amongst the difficulty in treating TB infection, and the systemic and aggressive nature of the disease, there is a ray of hope for TB treatment and care. Results from this research, although from a small sample size, shows that the top right lung is the least affected lung region in terms of moderate to severe TB infection. Hence, it may be the lung that can be preserved or be resuscitated to help protect the life of a patient with severe TB lung pneumonia.

Implementing this treatment strategy necessitate the use of nasal delivery of drugs for the control of TB lung infection. Delivery efficiency may be poor for the left bottom and left top lung due to blockage caused by white bacterial nodules or patches. But, modern nasal delivery methods should be able to deliver sufficient doses of anti-inflammatory drugs or anti-histamine to the top right lung, and partially to the top left lung for relieving the symptoms associated with TB lung pneumonia. Improvement in patient’s breathing would be gradual but steady, and the lung infection in the top right and top left lung should be relieved with about two to three weeks of treatment. The bottom left and bottom right lung would be more complicated due to fluid retention resulting from gravity effect that persistently support a sizeable population of *M. tuberculosis* live cells that can migrate and cause reinfection of the lung. Drugs that clear this fluid retention would be immensely useful for this treatment modality.

**Recommendations for future work**

This work uses a relatively small image dataset; thus, the results may not be fully representative of the actual TB infection status in the left and right lung. Hence, larger and more comprehensive chest X-ray image dataset can be obtained, preferably with full annotation of radiographical information of the TB infection. However, this aspect must be balanced with the computational power available for processing the compendium of chest X-ray images in the collated dataset. This work uses a modest laptop with Intel Core i7 processor and Intel Integrated UHD graphics and could only processed about 22 chest X-ray images. Image dataset in the size range of 100s to 1000s chest X-ray images may thus need high performance computing (especially with graphics processing units (GPU) support) and possibly a cloud-based computing infrastructure.
Conclusions

Tuberculosis is an old disease since the start of human civilisation. While there are modern drugs, antibiotics, and treatment modalities for controlling TB infection, the disease is still persistent in human population, accounting for 10.6 million cases in 2022 worldwide. Such disease burden calls for a relook at TB detection and diagnosis because TB is a very hard to control due to delayed diagnosis and treatment resulting from confounding symptom presentation similar to viral or bacterial pneumonia.

This work uses two simple but effective MATLAB (self-coded) software to quantitatively profile for total extent of TB lung infection in three different lung regions (bottom left, top left, and top right), as well as extent of moderate to severe TB infection in different lung regions. Results indicate that TB infection and latent TB show up as higher aggregate pixel intensity relative to normal lung. In addition, TB infection is systemic and affects the whole lung, with large areas of lung hosting moderate to severe TB infection. This suggests aggressive treatment as the only option to protect patients’ lives and improve their quality of life during treatment. Top right lung is the least affected lung region, and may be the region targeted for aggressive resuscitation and treatment in severe TB pneumonia cases via nasal spray delivery of anti-inflammatory and anti-histamine drugs. Finally, surgery may be explored as a treatment option in cases of very severe TB infection in all lung regions.
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Appendix
MATLAB source code

MATLAB code to read the light intensity of different parts of lung

function data = read_a_file_BN5207

A = imread('Patient 22.jpg')

% To read the light intensity of bottom left lung
row_lower = 100;
row_upper = 140;
column_lower = 60;
column_upper = 125;
signal_A = read_fluorescence(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To read the light intensity of top right lung
row_lower = 60;
row_upper = 100;
column_lower = 180;
column_upper = 240;
signal_B = read_fluorescence(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To read the light intensity of top left lung
row_lower = 50;
row_upper = 80;
column_lower = 80;
column_upper = 130;
signal_C = read_fluorescence(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To read the light intensity of heart
row_lower = 120;
row_upper = 160;
column_lower = 130;
column_upper = 180;
signal_D = read_fluorescence(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

data(1).signal = signal_A;
data(2).signal = signal_B;
data(3).signal = signal_C;
data(4).signal = signal_D;
data_table = struct2table(data);

writetable(data_table, 'Light intensity reading of different parts of lung P22.xlsx')

end

function signal = read_fluorescence(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper)

count = 0;
signal = 0;

for i = row_lower:1:row_upper
    for j = column_lower:1:column_upper
        num = A(i,j);
        num_64 = uint64(num);
        count = count + num_64;
    end
end

signal = count;
end

Software to quantify infected area

function Bacterial_count_BN5207

A = imread('Patient 22.jpg')
k1 = length(A);

image(A)
% To read the bacterial count of bottom left lung
row_lower = 100;
row_upper = 140;
column_lower = 60;
column_upper = 125;
signal_A = read_fluorescence_level(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To read the bacterial count of top right lung
row_lower = 60;
row_upper = 100;
column_lower = 180;
column_upper = 240;
signal_B = read_fluorescence_level(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To read the bacterial count of top left lung
row_lower = 50;
row_upper = 80;
column_lower = 80;
column_upper = 130;
signal_C = read_fluorescence_level(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To read the light intensity of heart
row_lower = 120;
row_upper = 160;
column_lower = 130;
column_upper = 180;
signal_D = read_fluorescence_level(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);
% To generate data variable
signalA_table = struct2table(signal_A);
signalB_table = struct2table(signal_B);
signalC_table = struct2table(signal_C);
signalD_table = struct2table(signal_D);

writetable(signalA_table, 'Bacterial count of bottom left lung P22.xlsx')
writetable(signalB_table, 'Bacterial count of top right lung P22.xlsx')
writetable(signalC_table, 'Bacterial count of top left lung P22.xlsx')

end

function signal_count = read_fluorescence_level(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower,
column_upper)

bacterial_count = 0;
pixel_count = 0;

for i = row_lower:1:row_upper
    for j = column_lower:1:column_upper
        num = A(i,j);
        num_64 = uint64(num);

        if num_64 > 150
            bacterial_count = bacterial_count +1;
        end
    end
end
pixel_count = pixel_count + 1;

end

end

signal_count(1).value = bacterial_count;
signal_count(2).value = pixel_count;
end

*Histogram analysis of different parts of the lung*

function Fluorescence_distribution_BN5207

A = imread('Patient 2.jpg')
k1 = length(A);

image(A)

% To read the light intensity of bottom left lung
row_lower = 100;
row_upper = 140;
column_lower = 60;
column_upper = 125;
signal_A = read_fluorescence_dist(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To read the light intensity of top right lung
row_lower = 60;
row_upper = 100;
column_lower = 180;
column_upper = 240;
signal_B = read_fluorescence_dist(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To read the light intensity of top left lung
row_lower = 50;
row_upper = 80;
column_lower = 80;
column_upper = 130;
signal_C = read_fluorescence_dist(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To read the light intensity of heart
row_lower = 120;
row_upper = 160;
column_lower = 130;
column_upper = 180;
signal_D = read_fluorescence_dist(A, row_lower, row_upper, column_lower, column_upper);

% To generate data variable
signalA_table = struct2table(signal_A);
signalB_table = struct2table(signal_B);
signalC_table = struct2table(signal_C);
signalD_table = struct2table(signal_D);

writetable(signalA_table, 'Light intensity dist of bottom left lung P2.xlsx')
writetable(signalB_table, 'Light intensity dist of top right lung P2.xlsx')
writetable(signalC_table, 'Light intensity dist of top left lung P2.xlsx')
writetable(signalD_table, 'Light intensity dist of heart P2.xlsx')
end

Compilation of chest X-ray images
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